STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Sasol Convenience Centre (“SCC”) Forecourt Promotions
Period 4: Donate a Blanket / Receive a free cup of coffee
1.

SCC Forecourt Promotions are organized by Sasol Oil (Pty) Ltd, its associated group of companies, their designated agencies or
promoters and companies in association with retailers and suppliers (hereinafter referred to collectively as “the Organizers”).

2.

SCC Forecourt Promotions are scheduled to take place at set periods within the course of a calendar year and are applicable
and relevant to the stipulated time frame as advertised on promotional material in store at any given Promotional period.

3.

Free coffee/ Blanket Campaign Mechanics: Customers will donate a blanket, and receive a free cup of coffee. The blankets
received will be donated to the Smile Foundation (http://www.smilefoundationsa.org/) Known for their work in providing
medical reconstructive surgery to children, the charity can unfortunately only utilise new blankets. Any blankets which
cannot be utilised by the Smile Foundation will then be donated to the either the Salvation Army or SPCA

4.

Customers will be able to challenge their friends via Twitter with the hashtag #Blankets4Coffee.

5. As per the campaign collaterals, when a customer donates a blanket, they can redeem the free cup of Black or White
Coffee.

6. To the extent permissible by law, the Participant/s by purchasing any Forecourt Promotional Product indemnifies the

Organizers against any claim of any nature whatsoever arising out of (including, as result of any act, error or omission,
whether negligent or otherwise on the part of the Organizers).

7.

8.

The Organizer will require any winners to complete and submit an information disclosure document to enable the Organizer
to ensure compliance with the rules and the provisions of the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008. Should any winner
refuse or be unable to comply with this rule for any reason, such winner will be deemed to have rejected the Prize and it
shall revert back to the Organizer.
If the Organizer cannot continue with any Promotional Competition or Promotional Forecourt offer for any reason
beyond their reasonable control or if they are required by any regulatory terms or applicable law, the Organizer may end
the Promotional Competition. Forecourt Promotion on condition that

9. The Organizers reserve the right to amend or alter the Standard Terms and Conditions of the SCC Forecourt Promotion /
Competition at any time.

